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BAJRANG 
WINS 
BRONZE
LPU student and star 
wrestler Bajrang 
Punia won the Bronze 
medal in 65-kg 
freestyle wrestling. 

HOCKEY 
BRONZE  
FOR INDIA
Indian Men’s Hockey 
team created history 
in Tokyo as they won 
the Bronze medal for 
the nation after 41 
years. 7 LPU students 
are a part of the same 
hockey team.

9 out of 10 LPU 
students win 
Olympic medals

Virat Kohli 
appreciates LPU 
athletes in Tokyo

LPU celebrates 
medals’ win in 
Tokyo Olympics

LPU alumni go 
on an expedition 
across India

olympics special happenings entertainment

LPU VERTO WINS GOLD.
ENDS INDIA’S 100-YR WAIT
FOR TRACK & FIELD MEDAL
History 

has been 
made in 
Tokyo 

Olympics 2020. 
LPU Verto 
Neeraj Chopra 
has become the 
first-ever Indian 
to win Olympic Gold 
in the track and field 
events at the 2020 Tokyo 
Games. India’s seventh 
medal at the Tokyo 
Olympics has surpassed 
their previous best tally 
of six at the 2012 London 
Games.

Neeraj stormed into the lead 
with a throw of 87.03m in his 

first attempt and then improved it to 
87.58m in his second. He continued 
to lead the field throughout the 
competition that saw Germany’s gold 
favourite Johannes Vetter crash out 
after finishing ninth following the 
first three attempts, out of which two 
were fouls and the one he completed 
resulted in a throw of 82.52m.

In the third attempt, Neeraj tapered 
off with a throw of 76.79m and ended 
up committing fouls in his next two 
attempts. 

“This gold medal is not only mine 
but also belongs to India. I didn’t 
eat&sleep well after winning gold 
medal... Competition was very tough 
at #Olympics. After qualification, I 
realised this is the best opportunity of 
my life& I’ll not lose it,” Gold medalist 
Neeraj Chopra was quoted by ANI.

“I knew I had done something 
special, actually I thought 

I had achieved my 
personal best. The 

throw had gone 
really well. I just 

want to say, 
no matter 

who 
the 
opposition 
is, give your best. 
This is all you need 
to do, and this is what 
this Gold Medal stands 
for. Never fear the 
opposition,” said the BA 
student of LPU and the 
country’s new sensation.

RAINING REWARDS
Since the Olympics were 
announced, LPU announced 
cash rewards for 
vertos who 
would 
bring 

medals 
for the 
country. 
LPU will 
be 

paying a cash reward of INR 50 lakhs 
to Neeraj. The 23-year-old athlete 
from Haryana has been honoured by 
several state governments 
and private organisations 
for his remarkable 
achievement. Punjab 
Chief Minister Captain 
Amarinder Singh 
announced a special 
cash reward of INR 2 

crore. 

Bajrang Punia

Manpreet Singh
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Verto Amoj Jacob sets 
Asian Record in Tokyo
The Indian men’s 

4x400m relay team 
comprising of LPU student 
Amoj Jacob, Muhammed 
Anas Yahiya, Noah Nirmal 
Tom and Arokia Rajiv 
created a new Asian 
Record but missed out 
on a place in the Tokyo 
Olympics final by a 
whisker.

The team clocked an 
area best 3:00.25, by 
extension a new National 

Record, anchored 
brilliantly Amoj Jacob. 
They finished fourth in 
Heat 2 (top three qualify 
automatically) with ninth 
best overall timing in the 
two heats combined. 

A BA student at LPU, 
Nishad Kumar 

is one of the most 
glorified Olympian 
from the Indian 
squad at Paralympics 
2020. Nishad has a 
Asian record in his 
name - in the 12th 
Fazza International 
Championships for 
World Para Athletics 
Grand Prix 2021 held in 
Dubai.  

Nishad came for a live 
session with LPU before 
leaving for Tokyo. The 
session started with LPU 
Chancellor Shri Ashok 
Mittal and Worthy Pro-
Chancellor Ms Rashmi 
Mittal wishing him best 

of luck for his match. It 
was followed by a Q&A 
session with Dr Sorabh 
Lakhanpal, Dean and 
Head, Division of Student 
Welfare, LPU. Dr Sorabh 
asked Nishad various 
questions related to 
his training, belief and 
expectation from Tokyo 
Olympics 2020.

Nishad too was 
very happy to attend 
the session from his 
mentors at LPU and 
happily answered the 
questions. The session 
also saw few audiences 
reacting in a big way and 
asking various questions 
too. LPU Family wishes 
you best of luck to you.

LPU verto 
Bajrang Punia 
wins Olympic 
Bronze Medal

LPU Verto Bajrang Punia 
became the sixth 

wrestler in Indian history 
to win an Olympic medal 
after winning the bronze 
in the men’s 65kg category 
of the 2020 Tokyo Games. 
Verto’s bronze is the 7th 

medal in wrestling at the 
Olympics for India. He is 
the second Indian to bag 
an award in this Olympics 

after Ravi Kumar Dahiya.
Former Asian Games 

gold medallist Bajrang 
Punia dominated the 
match from start to 
finish, which ended in 
an 8-0 the scoreline in 
favour of the Indian 
Wrestler. Bajrang 
Punia, who is the top-
ranked wrestler in his 
weight category, won by 
technical superiority.

Haryana Chief Minister 
Manohar Lal Khattar 
announced a government 
job and INR 2.5 crore for 
Olympic bronze medallist 
Bajrang Punia. LPU has 
announced cash rewards 
for its students who win 
a medal at the Tokyo 
Olympics 2020.

India has ended its 41-year 
wait for a hockey medal at the 
Tokyo Olympics 2020. They 
beat four-time champions 

Germany 5-4 in a nail-biter of a 
Bronze Medal match to win their 
first Games medal since the 1980 
Moscow Olympics.  This is India’s 
fourth bronze medal for the 
game of Hockey at the Olympics. 

Simranjeet Singh scored two 
field goals in the 17th and 34th 
minutes, while LPU’s MBA student 
Harmanpreet Singh and Hardik 
Singh scored from penalty corners 
in the 27th and 29th minutes. 
LPU’s MBA student Rupinderpal 
Singh converted a penalty stroke 
in 31st minutes, thereby ensuring 
glory to the nation.

LPU’s MBA student Manpreet 
Singh, India’s skipper, dedicated 
the historic hockey bronze to 
Covid warriors and frontline 
workers. 

“This medal is for all the 
Covid-19 warriors and the 
frontline workers of our country,” 
said Manpreet after the match. 
LPU has announced cash rewards 
for its students who win a medal 
at the Tokyo Olympics.

Indian has won as many 
as eight gold medals in the 

LPU STUDENTS HELP INDIA 
WIN BRONZE AFTER 41 YRS

Bajrang Punia

Amoj Jacob

Olympics, besides a silver medal 
and three bronze medals in the 
Olympics. This is India’s 12th 
medal in the category, the latest 
being the bronze medal in the 
Tokyo Olympics 2020.

India men’s hockey team defeated Germany 5-4 to 
win the Bronze Medal at Tokyo Olympics 2020

Olympian Nishad 
Kumar joins for a 
Live Session

Indian Hockey Team
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Eleven students from Lovely 
Professional University were 
part of the Indian contingent 
that represented the country 

at the Tokyo Olympics 2020, held 
from 23rd July to 8th August 2021. 
The players represented the nation 
in Wrestling, Hockey, Javelin, Athletics 
and High Jump. This is the highest 
number of students ever to get 
selected to any Indian Olympic 
contingent from an Indian private 
university. 

The star wrestler of India, Bajrang 
Punia, who is pursuing M.A in Public 
Administration at LPU, was selected for 
Wrestling (61 kgs). Indian para-athlete, 
Nishad Kumar (B.A) was picked for 
Paralympics High Jump. 

The Indian track and field athlete and 
a Junior Commissioned Officer (JCO) in 
Indian Army, Neeraj Chopra (B.A) was 
selected for his acumen in the javelin 
throw. Amoj Jacob (P.B.Ed), the Indian 
sprinter specializing in the 400 meters 

and the 800 meters, was selected for 
the 4×400 m Relay Race for men. Seven 
players of the Indian Men’s Hockey Team 
were LPU students. They include Hockey 
team captain, Manpreet Singh (MBA) 
along with, Rupinderpal Singh (MBA), 
Harmanpal Singh (MBA), Mandeep Singh 
(BA), Shamsher Singh (MBA), Dilpreet 
Singh (BA) and Varun Kumar (MBA).

11 VERTOS TOOK PART IN OLYMPICS ‘20

LPU released its Olympics 
Anthem, “Abhi to Aur Aage Jana 
Hai” just the day before the 
Tokyo Olympics began. Sung 
by LPU Alumni Shilpa Surroch 
and Lyrics by Sadhvi Lakhanpal, 
the Olympic Anthem evokes 
incredible intensity of pride that 
we hold in our hearts, and also 
encourages and honours our 11 
LPU athletes. 

“I just had three days to 
come up with the lyrics for a 
song dedicated to the 11 LPU 
students taking part in Tokyo 
Olympics 2020. It was crazy. 
However, I am happy that the 
final outcome is appreciated by 
all. The song is dedicated to all 
the heroes from LPU taking part 
in Tokyo,” says Sadhvi. 

LPU released song on Olympics 
Anthem ‘Abhi to Aur Aage Jana Hai’, 
composed by Sadhvi LakhanpalIndian cricket captain Virat Kohli 

shared a post on Instagram praising 
Lovely Professional University 
(LPU)  for sending a record-

breaking number of athletes to the 
Tokyo Olympics 2020. Kohli’s post in 
Instagram has 2.6 million likes and 
20k comments. His post in Facebook 
has 165k likes, 5.9k comments and 3k 
shares.

Kohli, who was in the United 
Kingdom (UK) for the 5 matches 
Test series against England, lauded 
the ‘great achievement’ of Lovely 
Professional University for sending 
record-breaking athletes to the Tokyo 
Olympics. In a special note, Virat 
Kohli wrote that India needs 10 more 
colleges like LPU and also hoped that 
the college will send students to the 
Indian cricket team as well. 

India’s all-format skipper Kohli is 
one of the best batsmen of all time 
in cricket. Kohli, who has 43 million 

Virat Kohli appreciates 
LPU for sending highest 
contingent of athletes 
to Tokyo Olympics 2020

This is the highest number of students ever to get selected to any 
Indian Olympic contingent from any Indian private university

Manpreet Singh, the 
captain of Indian Men’s 

Hockey Team, along with star 
boxer Mary Kom were India’s 
flag bearer for the opening 
ceremony of Tokyo Olympics 
2020. Bajrang Punia, star 
wrestler and LPU student, was 
the flag bearer of the Indian 
contingent for the closing 
ceremony of Tokyo Olympics 
2020. It is a matter of huge 
pride that both flag bearers 
from Indian contingent were 
LPU students.

VERTO 
MANPREET 
SINGH: THE 
FLAG-BEARER 
FOR INDIA

Be it Bajrang Punia, Neeraj 
Chopra, Manpreet Singh, 
Rupinderpal Singh or Para 
Athlete Nishad Kumar all 
are students of Lovely 
Professional University

Virat Kohli’s Instagram  
post has 2.6 million likes 
and 20k comments. 
His Facebook post has 
received over 165k likes, 
5.9k comments & 3k shares

followers on Twitter and 139 million 
on Instagram, is one of the biggest 
celebrity influencers. Kohli currently is 
amongst the most followed athletes 
on Instagram and is the most followed 
Asian personality.

LPU Hashtag 
trends in Twitter

LPU Vertos contribution to the 
Indian Hockey team in Tokyo 
Olympic Games made the 
#7LPUStudentsMakeIndiaProud 
hashtag trending on Twitter. 

Sadhvi Lakhanpal

Manpreet Singh

Bajrang Punia

Virat Kohli
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Lovely Professional University 
rejoiced India’s historic Tokyo 
Olympics-2020 achievements 
and illustrious contribution of 

its eleven (11) participating students 
to the Games at its campus. During 
massive celebrations for glorious wins 
for India and LPU, LPU Chancellor 
Mr Ashok Mittal, Vice Chairman Mr 
Naresh Mittal, Pro Chancellor Mrs 
Rashmi Mittal, DG HR Singla and 
all other ranks gathered along with 

LPU celebrates Olympic 
medals by vertos in style

It was a festive-like occasion as 9 of the 10 LPU athletes received 
medals in Tokyo Olympics. Here are glimpses of the same

LPU Chancellor Shri Ashok 
Mittal announced that LPU 
will  honour the Olympic 
medal winners in its 
campus with cash rewards 
of INR 1.3 crores

students and staff members at SBRM 
Unipolis of the University. 

While addressing the gathering, 
Hon’ble Chancellor Mr Mittal said, 
“Neeraj has made the entire country 
proud by winning the first ever medal 
for India in a track and field event in 
Olympics. With his performance, he has 
ended a 100+ year drought and showed 
that Indian athletes can outperform 
anyone on the world stage. LPU students 
have made India & LPU proud.”

Mr Mittal also shared the 
momentous victorious moments 
of the athletes through videos and 

informed that LPU’s commitment made 
a few years ago to send its students to 
Olympics has been fulfilled and that too 
with significant wins so soon. 

Mr Mittal also informed that 
presently LPU is awaiting the return 
of the winners at the campus, where 
they will be duly honoured with 
cash rewards of INR 1.3 Crores, as 
announced earlier. More merriment 
and rejoicing will be held at the campus 
amid their esteemed presence.

Illustrous celebrations were held all across the LPU campus with song, dance, sweets distribution and speeches
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LPU recently hosted 
Manthan 1.0 where industry 
leaders and experts came 
on board for a discussion to 

bridge the gap between industry 
and academia. 

Held in the presence of Hon’ble 
Chancellor Shri Ashok Mittal, Dr 

Lovi Raj Gupta, Executive Dean, 
LPU, Dr Modi, Executive Dean, 
LPU, and others the workshop 
touched upon various initiatives 
that the industry and academia 
need to undertake for better 
understanding among the two.

MANTHAN 1.0: LPU HOLDS 
DISCUSSION WITH INDUSTRY 
PEERS TO BRIDGE THE GAP

“Until you dig a hole, 
you plant a tree, you 
water it and make it 
survive, you haven’t 
done a thing. You are 
just talking.” ― Wangari 
Maathai.

A plantation drive 
was organised 

recently at LPU Campus 
in association with 
Bank of Baroda where 
various saplings were 
planted by officials 
of Band of Baroda, 
Shri Ashok Mittal, LPU 
Chancellor, and Dr 
Sorabh Lakhanpal, 
Head and Dean, DSW, 
LPU.

Speaking on the 
occasion, Bank of 
Baroda DGM said, “At a 
time when the world is 
fighting the pandemic 
Covid-19, planting 
trees will clean the 
environment and help 
us breathe fresh air.” 
He also thanked LPU 
for providing them with 
this opportunity on 
their 114th Foundation 
Day.

Plantation  
drives 
organised  
in campus

Inauguration of Fully Automatic 
Band Saw Machine in LPU campus
LPU inaugurated a Fully Automatic 

Band Saw Machine in its campus. 
Speaking on the occasion, LPU 
Executive Dean Dr Lovi Raj Gupta 
said that it is one of the first steps 
that LPU is taking forward to work 
with the industry. “We have been 
working hard to make sure more of 
such useful machines are installed in 
our campus,” he added.

Dr Sorabh Lakhanpal, Head and 
Dean, Division of Student Welfare, 
thanked everyone on the occasion 
and said more such innovative 
product launches will be seen in the 
coming months.

A bandsaw is a power saw with 
a long, sharp blade consisting of a 
continuous band of toothed metal 
stretched between two or more 
wheels to cut material. They are 
used principally in woodworking, 
metalworking, and lumbering, but 
may cut a variety of materials.

The event talked about 
initiatives that the 
industry and academia 
need to undertake for 
better understanding 
among the two

The event also 
marked Bank 
of Baroda’s  
114 Foundation 
Day

The second 
plantation drive 

was carried out on the 
400th Prakash Utsav 
of Guru Tegh Bahadur 
Ji when 400 saplings 
were planted by LPU 
in association with 
Hariawal Punjab, 11 

A Jalandhar Centre. 
On the occasion, 
LPU Executive Dean 
Dr Sanjay Modi 
highlighted the 
importance of planting 
trees and thanked 
everyone for such an 
effort.

CAMPUS 05
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LPU Chancellor Shri Ashok Mittal with industry veterans



‘Loved seeing my 
photo in LW’
It was great to read “Alumni 
releases Music Album, Film 
Industry is His Goal Now” 
in the last edition of Lovely 
World. I thank all my mentors 
for providing me with such 
amazing support at all time.

Sumanth Borra
LPU Alumni

‘Congrats for Tokyo’
I was astonished to read 
that so many LPU students 
are participating in Tokyo 
Olympics 2020. Lovely World 
was the first place where I 
read about any such news. 

Ayantika Mukherjee 
BTech CSE, 2nd year

‘Amazing work’
I am amazed to see how 
students are contributing to 
this amazing publication by 
Division of Student Welfare. 
Keep doing the great work 
that inspires others too.

Sakshi  
BSC Multimedia

‘New initiatives’
I would request the editorial 
to start few competitions 
where students can send 
their entries and henceforth 
win rewards. Something like 
photography competition or 
caricature competition can be 
a great beginning. 

Amanjoth Shaji
Multimedia Animation

Did you drop 
the idea of 
pursuing your 
hobby, dream 
career or simply 

what you are skilled at due 
to unavailability of a few 
resourses?

Or have you settled in a 
compromise because of an 
unsupportive environment? 
Found relatable? Here is why 
you should not say yes to the 
above mentioned questions.

REASON 1
Gone are the days when your 
congenital traits mattered 
and sometimes criticised. 

Seriously, criticised for 
something that you are not 
responsible for?

Your set of skills are your 
true identity that you acquire 
in the lifetime which you 
have control over. Whatever 
the status could be but you 
proudly own them.

BY THE VERTOS

“Even if you 
think you are 
unloved, your 
life will always 
be considered 
worth saving”

‘FOLLOW ‘UR DREAMS 
REST DOESN’T MATTER’

Love yourself

Letters to editor
editor_lovelyworld@lpu.co.in

Isn’t it amazing how people 
have the capability to fight 

for others, including complete 
strangers.

Like the fact that we have 
multi-national hospitals with 
all the science put together, 
just to help each other, the 
idea of surgeons in those 
hospitals who’d have 30+ hour 
surgeries to save one life.

Firemen running into a 
burning building and training 
for the possibility of it ever 
happening.

People volunteering to help 
in a country they’ve never 
been after a natural disaster, 
expecting no money in return 
for their kindness.

I think this urge to help and 
be a part of this and keep as 
much people as possible alive 
is something natural and it 

Name: Stuti Sharma
Class - B Design Fashion 
(Alumni)
Achievement - LPU 
provided her with a 
plethora of opportunities 
to hone and showcase 
her skills in innumerable 
in-campus as well as 
off campus events and 
competitions.

Why fashion at LPU?  
While my parents 
introduced me to LPU for 
the first time, and I am 

‘LPU helped me in 
getting placed at 
Marks & Spencer’

might just be what we are 
meant to do and be.

Even if you think you are 
unloved, your life will always 
be considered worth saving, 
if not by those around you 
then by the surgeon, the fire 
fighter, the paramedic, the 
volunteer, the eye-witness 
who’s hell-bent on not losing 
you.

V.Priyadarshini
Industrial and  

Product Design 

Dear friend! Then how 
could you think of dropping 
your own unique identity?

REASON 2
Unavailability of resources 
doesn’t mean unavailability 
of resources first of all.

It means that you are 
supposed to build your own 
resource and keep going.

Set an example and make 
us proud!

REASON 3
If you are looking for 
motivation from people 
around, then you are on 
the way to get dependent 
on others. But being 
independent is the key to 
your successful journey. I 
repeat journey but not a race.
Lastly, take criticism positively 
and simply grow. All the best!

Ankita Saxena
B Pharma

LOVELYWORLD
Editorial

Division of Student Welfare 
Email: abhishek.26149@gmail.com, 

editor_lovelyworld@lpu.co.in

Designed by
Division of Student Welfare

To make a contribution to Lovely World or any kind 
of suggestion or query you email us at

editor_lovelyworld@lpu.co.in

really thankful to them for 
doing this. The ambience 
here is amazing to say the 
least - it is inspiring, safe 
and healthy.

How about the faculty 
members at LPU? 
The faculties here are 
just a call away. Apart 
from regular classes and 
lectures, the faculties 
at Fashion Dept have 
given me lot of other 
opportunities like certified 
sessions of styling, 
makeup styling. 

What about 
placements? 
After my course was 
over, I got placed at 
Marks & Spencer as a 
fashion stylist. In 2020, I 
was promoted as visual 
merchandiser. Recently, I 
joined Myntra as a Senior 
Officer. 

How has LPU helped you 
to be on the right path 
in your career? 
All thanks to my faculties 
who have helped me in 
everything that I am today.

Stuti Sharma
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Bollwood star Rajpal Naurang 
Yadav, the famous entertainer 

& comedian, known for his 
work in movies like Phir Hera 
Pheri, Bhagam Bhag, Chup Chup 
Ke, blessed Vertos with a live 
interaction session organized by 
the student organization Fiesta, 
under the aegis of the DSW.

In this pandemic time, 
doctors and nurses have 
emerged as the frontline 
soldiers who risked 

their lives to save every life 
possible. Each one of us 
can contribute and become 
a silent soldier, who is 
capable of saving lives just 
by getting vaccinated. 

It is an irony that a lot of 
people are running away 
from these lifesaving vaccines 
due to unreasonable fears.  
Rumours is ruining the 
government policy and 
making people scared from 

getting vaccinated. So it’s 
of prime importance that 
we educate others of the 
benefits of being vaccinated. 
We the vertos, with our 
mentors, are united to 
make people aware of being 
vaccinated.

INCREDIBLE 8 is a step in 
the same direction. It is a 
competition within schools 
of LPU, where more than 10 
different teams participating 
in it and leading their ideas to 
reflect through social media.
The entire event is being 

conducted online. There are 
four rounds: 1) Social media 
campaigning, 2) Get to know, 
3) Community service, 4)
Corona prevention campaign.  

The participating teams 
have to inculcate that 
vaccination not just protects 
us but helps in containing 
the spread of virus too. Let’s 
not focus on rumours and 
understand that nothing is 
more important to us than 
you. Let’s get vaccinated. 

Supriti Vats
BJMC

Incredible 8 is a step to make people 
understand the importance of being 
vaccinated. It is a competition within schools 
of LPU, where more than 10 different teams 
participating in it and leading their ideas to 
reflect through social media

ONLINE SESSIONS
LIVE TALK 
SHOW WITH 
BOLLYWOOD  
COMEDY STAR 
RAJPAL YADAV

Dil Se Wah! hits the right note with audience
Launched with the aim to 

inform as well as entertain the 
audience, Dil Se Wah! teaches 
real-life lessons and helps one 
take the right approach in life. 
In the last one month, Dil Se 
Wah! released four back to back 
episodes, each focusing on a 
particular topic. 

Airing every Saturday on 
LPU Entertainments, “Degree 
Certificate” talked about 
choosing the right college and 
course and need a suggestion, 
“Corruption Eruption” focused 

INCREDIBLE 8: COMPETITION ON INTER 
SCHOOL VACCINATION AWARENESS

Mr Yadav remembered 
how he started with 
serials and then came 
to the Big Screen

Vijay Gaatha 2.0: A few talk 
session on Kargil Vijay Diwas

On the occasion of Kargil Vijay 
Diwas, student organization 

Pahal.. an initiation, under the aegis 
of DSW, LPU, organised a live session 
“Vijay Gaatha 2.0” with three army 
officers who witnessed the 1999 Kargil 
war - Major Vandana Sharma and Lt 
Gen Satish Dua Major General Vikram 
Dev Dogra. He is the only serving 
Army officer and the only General to 
complete Ironman Triathlon twice. 

Describing the leadership quality, 
Maj Gen Vikram mentioned “The most 
important aspect of any leader is 
professional competence.”

Maj Gen Vikram gave few tips to the 
vertos appearing for SSB. He asserted 
that personal appearance is one of the 
aspects of SSB. The way you look, talk, 
going through all the tests are used to 
assess your character and officer-like 
qualities. SSB board members try to 
look for how genuine you are.

TALK SHOW 
WITH AUTHOR, 
MS ANAMIKA 
MISHRA
Student organisation Dragcon, 

under the aegis of DSW, LPU, 
launched a new episode of live 
interaction with Anamika Mishra, an 
author, travel blogger, storyteller, 
and influencer. 

While in the session she 
emphasised the fact that her first 
book, “Too hard to handle” will 
always be special for her. 

When asked about her reaction 
to criticism, Ms Anamika said, “You 
cannot please everyone”. 

Her advise to vertos, ”When you 
are trying something, be prepared. 
Once you enter the field, give your 
100% as you can’t turn back time.”
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on how low civil participation 
and less transparency in the 
political system lead us to be 
irresponsible citizens, “Advocate 
A.B.C.D” highlighted the judicial 
system of India and how people 
misuse the same, “Swatantra Ke 
Rang” showcased a debate on 
India’s 75th Independence Day.

Dil Se Wah! released 
four back to back 
episodes, each talking 
about a particular topic

Mr. Rajpal began by narrating 
how he spent the lockdown focusing 
on his fitness, reading poems and 
cooking. He informed the audience 
about his journey from being a 
country boy to one of the most 
adored entertainers today. He also 
shared, regarding his first job with 
his friends in his 5th standard, when 
he worked on a farm on a princely 
compensation of INR 8 per day for 
15 days and earned INR 120 Rupees, 
with them, he bought the entire 
book set for his 6th standard. 

He reminisced how he started 
with serials, and later after 
impressing the directors with his 
skills, he was offered his first lead 
role in the movie Jungle (2000), 
which established him as an actor 
in the industry.

Rajpal Yadav



08 LOVELYWORLD ENTERTAINMENT

A final year student of 
Performing Arts & Theatre at 

LPU, Sahil Kumar has entered the 
Bollywood industry by debuting 
with Web-Series ‘College Diaries’. 
Presently, he is on shooting 
schedule with co-star actors, 
including Harsh Beniwal, Ritwik 
Sahore and others, in Chandigarh 
city. Sahil would be seen in the 
role of one of the three senior 
students of a college, after 
completion of varied shoots at 
different locations.

Prior to this, he has also worked 
in the longest-running reality 
crime television series in India 
‘Crime Patrol’ by Sony TV for its 
episode number 443-Taana Baana. 

Performing Arts student makes B’wood debut

LPU VERTO 
RELEASES 
HER FIRST 
ALBUM

LPU Verto Juhi Rai, student 
of Law at LPU, released 

her first music album Pyas 
Wo Dil Ki. An outstanding 
achiever with the Department 
of Cultural Affairs, DSW, 
LPU, Juhi took part in the 
2019 Association of Indian 
Universities (AIU) Western and 
Indian group song category. 
We are proud of you Juhi. 

LPU alumni Amit Kumar 
and Aditya Kushwaha 
have start an expedition 
covering 24,000 kms 

across India, starting from 
Lovely Professional University, 
Punjab. They plan to attempt a 
Guinness World Record titled 
“Longest bicycle journey across 
a single country by a team”. 
They plan to cover the whole 
distance in eight months’ time.

“We are planning for this 
event from the past six  months 
and have considered all SOPs 
and guidelines given by the 
government,” said Aditya. 

Starting from Jalandhar, 

Punjab, they wil first cover 
North India and then move 
towards the east and then west 
and in the end south. “The 
reason behind choosing this 
route is that we can’t overlap 
any path in the journey. That’s 
the guideline that we need to 
follow,” said Aditya.

Division of Student 
Welfare, LPU, 

launched the first season 
of Kaun Banega LPU Ka 
Whiz Kid with students 
from different streams of 
LPU taking part. 

Hosted by student 
volunteers, each round 
was divided into five 
sections, namely, India 
quiz, world quiz, GK and 
entertainment quiz, 
sports quiz and quick fire.

LPU Alumni go on expedition to 
attempt Guinness World Record

He is currently doing his debut in 
this web series, which is directed 
by reputed director Prem Mistry. 

Sahil has always been fascinated 
by Theatre and Performing Arts. 
Earlier, he has participated in four 
national theatre competitions 
from LPU, where he exhibited his 
supreme prowess in theatrics and 
won top awards and accolades.

Raunak Yudush

Currently, this show is 
being telecast live every 
Saturday at 8PM only on 
the YouTube channel 
LPU Entertainments

Sahil Kumar has earlier worked in Sony TV’s reality crime series ‘Crime Patrol’

Sahil Kumar

Raunak Yudansh, a student of BTech CSE wins first 
edition of Kaun Banega LPU Ka Whiz Kid

They will be 
promoting the global 
campaign “UN 
Decade of Ecosystem 
Restoration 
throughout the tour

One player was selected 
from each round and a 
total of 5 students played 
the finale. The winner was 
Raunak Yudansh.
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An outstanding 
performer, Juhi took 
part in the 2019 AIU 
Western and Indian 
group song category

“It has been an amazing 
journey for me. And I am 
loving this phase. I would like 
to thank all my mentors at LPU 
for believing in me and helping 
me fulfil my dreams. Do listen 
to the song and share your 
thoughts, said Juhi.

Amit Kumar and Aditya Kushwaha


